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A New New Testament 2013
a founding member of the jesus seminar presents a new edition of the new testament that includes ten
more recently discovered texts selected by a council of scholars and spiritual leaders along with the
classic books

The Writings of the New Testament 1999
this publication includes a revised and updated version of luke timothy johnson s introduction to the
new testament with a cd rom the cd rom includes a fully searchable version of johnson s text links to the
nrsv text from each biblical reference in the book a glossary hyperlinked to key words in the text
student friendly summaries for each chapter additional discussion reflection questions for each chapter
suggestions for research paper topics and links to additional resources on the primary documents other
introductory material museum artefacts artwork

An Introduction to the New Testament 2006-01-01
written by prominent professor and skilled interpreter charles cousar an introduction to the new
testamentprovides a concise overview of the content and purpose of the books of the new testament
within the context of the church s early development this cogent introduction gives serious attention to
the history of earliest christianity but always returns to the texts theological meaning and significance
highlighting the relevance of these books for the church today

A Guide Through the New Testament 1994-01-01
this guide to the new testament like its companion volume a guide through the old testament combines
the background information of a textbook with the format of a workbook to create a unique resource for
studying the new testament by eliciting as much active response from the reader as possible celia
sinclair provides the basis for personal hands on study direct reading of the scripture including old
testament references where appropriate and a study guide for group discussion

The New Testament 2007-02
the american english version of the new testament aev is a word for word translation from the greek
written in easy to read modern english but not dumbed down in such a way as to insult the intelligence
of adults or to sacrifice doctrinal depth christian

The New Testament Story 2004
an introductory guide to the new testament examines how and why the scriptures were written and
collected and how they came to be known as the new testament that we have today while discussing the
main stories and major figures the ways that these stories were told and retold and how this literary
development has influenced christian theology ethics and social thought
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Introducing the New Testament 2019-10-04
continuously in print for over 30 years and available in many different languages john drane s
introducing the new testament has long been recognized as an authoritative and accessible survey of
the subject this new edition has been fully revised and updated with fresh material on the many political
contexts in which the early church flourished along with new insights into the writing and reception of
written texts in what was essentially an oral culture specific issues that will be of particular interest to
students are highlighted in special boxed feature sections along with an extensive glossary of technical
terms and key maps and diagrams this book is the ideal starting point for readers who wish to explore
the new testament and its world in the light of recent scholarship and its relevance to life in the twenty
first century

The Christology of the New Testament 1959-01-01
this book is invigorating to read for it is how biblical theology should be written professor cullmann has
set a high standard of biblical scholarship in this book and it will be a great resource for students of
sacred scripture

The Concise New International Dictionary of New Testament
Theology and Exegesis 2021-12-14
the exegesis quick reference tool every pastor teacher student and scholar needs the concise new
international dictionary of new testament theology and exegesis cnidntte by christopher a beetham is a
significant resource for those looking for a quick reference guide to aid in exegesis and interpretation it
retains all the essentials of the monumental and magisterial new international dictionary of new
testament theology and exegesis edited by moises silva bringing together its most important elements
into one accessible volume this reference includes the most vital relevant information needed to delve
deep into the study of the greek words used in scripture for study of the new testament its texts and
theology this volume offers a wealth of background and information on the meaning of greek words in
the new testament as well as related usage in classical greek sources the greek old testament
septuagint and extrabiblical second temple jewish literature this significant tool offers the following
features all the nearly 800 entries covering over 3 000 greek words found in the full edition are
included and presented in the same order and arrangement retains approximately 60 percent of the
original edition with the emphasis now on synchronic word study and usage in the greek old testament
extrabiblical second temple literature and especially the new testament the unique arrangement
according to greek words and use of english concepts is retained from the full edition and allows all
users to access greek terms regardless of their level of competence in greek this edition retains the
significant semantic domain tool that directs the reader to all the greek words that have something to
do with a particular english word or concept for example under the english words resurrection there is
a list of four greek words that are related to that topic discussions reflect the latest in modern
scholarship bibliographies retain essential references to other standard lexicons and theological
dictionaries the concise new international dictionary of new testament theology and exegesis is the
ideal tool for pastors bible teachers students and scholars engaging in exegesis it is packed with the
essential information needed to study the new testament
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The New Testament World 2001-01-01
a classroom standard for two decades the new testament world insights from cultural anthropology has
introduced students to both the new testament and the social scientific study of the new testament this
revised and expanded third edition offers new chapters on envy and the jesus movement updates
chapters from earlier editions augments the bibliography and offers student study questions

A Biblical Theology of the New Testament 1994-10-09
a biblical theology of the new testament gives fresh insight and understanding to theological discipline
scholars from dallas theological seminary combine to create this important volume edited by roy b zuck
each contributor looks at divine revelation as it appears chronologically in the new testament canon
allowing you to witness god s truth as it has unfolded through the decades

Trusting the New Testament 2009-05
is the bible reliable or has is it been corrupted many popular sources ranging from dan brown s the da
vinci code to bart ehrman s misquoting jesus claim that the new testament as we know it has been
corrupted damaged or tampered with are these charges true or can we trust the new testament in this
volume prominent internet apologist james patrick holding will take a closer look at four aspects of the
transmission of the new testament and answer these important questions was the new testament
material corrupted when it was passed on by word of mouth before it was written down was the new
testament material corrupted as it was copied in writing in its early years was the new testament
material really written by the people whose names are on the books was the new testament canon
judiciously selected learn the answers to these critical queries and you ll learn our reasons for trusting
the new testament i am confident that this work by james patrick holding will be a valuable asset to
anyone who is in need of powerful evidence and information regarding the integrity of the new
testament dr richard howe professor of philosophy and apologetics southern evangelical seminary from
the foreword

The New Testament: an Introduction for the General Reader
1968-01-01
the new testament is an accesible review of the literary and historical problems of the books of the new
testament and a brief study of their theological content part one deals with the history of the new
testament text and discusses basic documents families of texts and the history of the printed text part
two furnishes brief introductions to the twenty seven new testament books covering authorship literary
structure and religious content part three deals with the formation of the new testament canon

Introducing the New Testament 1957
utilizes material from the award winning dictionary for theological interpretation of the bible to
introduce theological interpretation through a book by book survey of the new testament
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Theological Interpretation of the New Testament 2008-11
in this classic text one of america s most widely respected new testament scholars provides a clear and
comprehensive introduction to the new testament in a straightforward and understandabe style without
distortion or oversimplification

The New Testament 1983
this is not your typical introduction to the new testament rather bellinzoni invites the reader to
understand how biblical scholars employ the historical method to understand better who jesus of
nazareth really was and how and why oral and then written tradition about jesus developed into the new
testament instead of simply summarizing the results of biblical scholarship bellinzoni discusses the
rules of evidence and the tools of the historical method that scholars use he then approaches the text of
the new testament by leading the reader step by step through relevant biblical texts in order to
illustrate some of the tools of new testament study and how these tools work textual criticism literary
criticism and philology source criticism form criticism redaction criticism etc this volume doesn t just
describe the conclusions of biblical scholarship it invites the reader to actually do biblical scholarship
and thereby draw the best possible conclusions about what happened when and why this volume is not
limited to the twenty seven books of the new testament but discusses relevant extra canonical early
christian literature which is critical to an understanding of the history of the early church and the
development of the new testament canon

The New Testament 2016-02-10
a leading expert in new testament ethics discovers in the biblical witness a unified ethical vision
centered in the themes of community cross and new creation that has profound relevance in today s
world richard hays shows how the new testament provides moral guidance on the most troubling ethical
issues of our time including violence divorce homosexuality and abortion

The Moral Vision of the New Testament 2013-07-30
a standard textbook that introduces you to the new testament zeroing in on the life of christ and then
surveying the expansion of the early church perfect for college freshmen and sophomores and text is
written in narrative form

The Heart of the New Testament 1980-01-01
to present in less than 400 pages excluding the indexes the whole sweep of new testament thought is an
excessively formidable task calling not only for scholarship and learning but also for an artist s sense of
proportion and economy of stroke there are few who could have succeeded so well as dr richardson
journal of theological studies this book will stand for a long time as the indispensable handbook for the
theological student who wants both to see the general picture of the apostolic church s faith and also to
have a convenient and reliable digest of what the new testament says about particular topics such as for
example christology or salvation church times alan richardson is a theologian whose praise in the
gospel is or deserves to be in all the churches on account both of the books which he has written
himself and of those which he has edited his latest work an introduction to the theology of the new
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testament will probably be found more serviceable by students and teachers than anything he has
previously produced theology alan richardson who died in 1975 was for many years professor of
christian theology at nottingham university and subsequently dean of york

An Introduction to the Theology of the New Testament 1958
the text of the new testament in contemporary research provides up to date discussions of every major
aspect of new testament textual criticism written by internationally acknowledged experts the twenty
four essays evaluate all significant advances in the field since the 1950s

The Text of the New Testament in Contemporary Research
2012-11-09
finally an introduction that captures the excitement of the early christians helping today s readers to
think like a first century believer while reading the text responsibly for today the new testament in its
world is your passageway from the twenty first century to the era of jesus and the first christians a
highly readable one volume introduction placing the entire new testament and early christianity in its
original context it is the only such work by distinguished scholar and author n t tom wright an ideal
guide for students the new testament in its world addresses the many difficult questions faced by those
studying early christianity both large and small these questions include what is the purpose of the new
testament what was the first century understanding of the kingdom what is the real meaning of the
resurrection in its original context what really were the gospels who was paul and why are his letters so
controversial as twenty first century people how do we recover the excitement of what it was like to live
as christians in the first or second centuries in short the new testament in its world brings together
decades of ground breaking research writing and teaching into one volume that will open readers eyes
to the larger world of the new testament it presents the new testament books as historical literary and
social phenomena located in the world of second temple judaism amidst greco roman politics and
culture and within early christianity written for both classroom and personal use the benefits of the new
testament in its world include a distillation of the life work of n t wright on the new testament with
input from michael bird historical context that situates jesus and the early church within the history
culture and religion of second temple judaism and the greco roman world major sections on the
historical jesus the resurrection of jesus and paul s chronology and theology surveys of each new
testament book that discuss their significance critical topics like authorship and date and that provide
commentary on contents along with implications for the christian life up to date discussions of textual
criticism and the canonization of the new testament a concluding chapter dedicated to living the story
of the new testament available video and workbook companion resources to enhance learning and
experience the world of the new testament illustrated with visually rich pictures maps charts diagrams
and artwork plentiful sidebars provide additional explanations and insights

The New Testament in Its World 2019
this thoroughly researched textbook from well respected scholar m eugene boring presents a user
friendly introduction to the new testament books boring approaches the new testament as a historical
document one that requires using a hands on critical method moreover he asserts that the new
testament is the church s book in that it was written selected preserved and transmitted by the church
boring goes on to explore the historical foundation and formation of the new testament within the
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context of pre christian judaism and the world of jesus and the early church he then examines the
individual books of the new testament providing helpful background information and methods for
interpretation and revealing the narrative substructure found within each of the gospels and letters this
volume includes helpful illustrations charts notes and suggestions for further reading sections are laid
out in a well organized manner to help students navigate the content more easily

An Introduction to the New Testament 2012-10-13
presents evidence and information aside from the christian scriptures on the life and teaching of jesus
christ features excerpts in roman correspondence and the early christian writings known as the new
testament apocrypha

Jesus Outside the New Testament 2000-04-13
william barclay s rendering of the new testament first published in 1969 continues to be one of the
freshest and most readable translations available it is here in the words of holy scripture the inspiration
behind barclay s widely read daily study bible series that his brilliant skills as a scholar and
communicator reach their zenith barclay s aim in this translation is twofold to make the new testament
intelligible for those who are not scholars and to make a translation that does not need a commentary to
explain it the enduring success of barclay s translation suggests that both aims have been fully realized

The New Testament 1999
volume 1 this first volume in the series christian origins and the question of god provides a historical
theological and literary study of first century judaism and christianity wright offers a preliminary
discussion of the meaning of the word god within those cultures as he explores the ways in which
developing an understanding of those first century cultures are of relevance for the modern world
volume 2 in this highly anticipated volume n t wright focuses directly on the historical jesus who was he
what did he say and what did he mean by it wright begins by showing how the questions posed by albert
schweitzer a century ago remain central today then he sketches a profile of jesus in terms of his
prophetic praxis his subversive stories the symbols by which he reordered his world and the answers he
gave to the key questions that any world view must address the examination of jesus aims and beliefs
argued on the basis of jesus actions and their accompanying riddles is sure to stimulate heated
response wright offers a provocative portrait of jesus as israel s messiah who would share and bear the
fate of the nation and would embody the long promised return of israel s god to zion volume 3 why did
christianity begin and why did it take the shape it did to answer this question which any historian must
face renowned new testament scholar n t wright focuses on the key question what precisely happened
at easter what did the early christians mean when they said that jesus of nazareth had been raised from
the dead what can be said today about this belief this book sketches a map of ancient beliefs about life
after death in both the greco roman and jewish worlds it then highlights the fact that the early
christians belief about the afterlife belonged firmly on the jewish spectrum while introducing several
new mutations and sharper definitions this together with other features of early christianity forces the
historian to read the easter narratives in the gospels not simply as late rationalizations of early christian
spirituality but as accounts of two actual events the empty tomb of jesus and his appearances how do
we explain these phenomena the early christians answer was that jesus had indeed been bodily raised
from the dead that was why they hailed him as the messianic son of god no modern historian has come
up with a more convincing explanation facing this question we are confronted to this day with the most
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central issues of worldview and theology volume 4 this highly anticipated two book volume in n t wright
s magisterial series is destined to become the standard reference point on the subject for all serious
students of the bible and theology the mature summation of a lifetime s study this landmark book pays a
rich tribute to the breadth and depth of the apostle s vision and offers an unparalleled wealth of
detailed insights into his life times and enduring impact wright carefully explores the whole context of
paul s thought and activity jewish greek and roman cultural philosophical religious and imperial and
shows how the apostle s worldview and theology enabled him to engage with the many sided
complexities of first century life that his churches were facing wright also provides close and
illuminating readings of the letters and other primary sources along with critical insights into the major
twists and turns of exegetical and theological debate in the vast secondary literature the result is a
rounded and profoundly compelling account of the man who became the world s first and greatest
christian theologian publisher descriptions

The Phenomenon of the New Testament 1967
as ancient literature and a cornerstone of the christian faith the new testament has exerted a powerful
religious and cultural impact but how much do we really know about its origins who were the people
who actually wrote the sacred texts that became part of the christian bible the new testament a very
short introduction authoritatively addresses these questions offering a fresh perspective on the
underpinnings of this profoundly influential collection of writings in this concise engaging book noted
new testament scholar luke timothy johnson takes readers on a journey back to the time of the early
roman empire when the new testament was written in ordinary greek koine by the first christians the
author explains how the gospels acts of the apostles and revelation evolved into the canon of sacred
writings for the christian religion and how they reflect a reinterpretation of the symbolic world and
societal forces of first century greco roman and jewish life equally important readers will find both a
positive and critical reading of the new testament one that looks beyond its theological orientation to
reveal an often surprising diversity of viewpoints this one of a kind introduction engages four distinct
dimensions of the earliest christian writings anthropological historical religious and literary to provide
readers with a broad conceptual and factual framework in addition the book takes an in depth look at
compositions that have proven to be particularly relevant over the centuries including paul s letters to
the corinthians and romans and the gospels of john mark matthew and luke ideal for general readers
and students alike this fascinating resource characterizes the writing of the new testament not as an
unknowable abstraction or the product of divine intervention but as an act of human creativity by
people whose real experiences convictions and narratives shaped modern christianity

Christian Origins and the Question of God 1992
in addition to lucid introductions to each of the new testament writings this book offers a
comprehensive survey of approaches to biblical studies historical and cultural backgrounds the
historical jesus the rise of the resurrection faith and attention to extracanonical materials 63
illustrations 3 charts 6 maps copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved

The New Testament: A Very Short Introduction 2010-03-01
the new testament shouldn t be complicated so why are we often confused every christian wants to love
the bible but let s face it we sometimes get lost in all the names places and doctrines that we find in its
pages who wrote this epistle which book is about justification joy jesus aren t they all about him the new
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testament contains complex ideas and multiple genres keeping it straight can be hard to do wouldn t it
be nice if somebody who understands the big picture would put it together for us in one place biblical
scholar and seminary professor patrick schreiner draws from his years of experience as a teacher to
offer a simple and memorable way of understanding scripture and he doesn t do it by throwing big
words at you the contours of the new testament and its underlying structure are depicted in visual
format along with schreiner s clear explanations in the visual word the bible comes alive because you
can see it pictured before your eyes by taking a graphic approach you ll notice connections you ve never
seen before gain insights you ve missed all these years and discover an overall pattern that makes each
separate piece fall perfectly into place don t settle for mere summaries of the new testament let
schreiner s concise words and crisp images work together to help you encounter the living word in a
fresh way

Engaging the New Testament 1995
there is no better book than this to introduce any reader to the new testament gerd theissen presents
all the main issues straightforwardly but with a depth of scholarship and brilliance of analysis that is
unsurpassed gerd theissen s approach is so interesting and illuminating that anyone considering the
new testament for the first time and even experienced students will value this book immeasurably

The Visual Word 2021-06-01
this comprehensive survey of new testament theology is arranged thematically and includes careful
exegesis of key passages

The New Testament 2003-10-09
using a you are there approach this book gives readers a first hand account of how the witness of christ
s testimony impacted the world from publisher description

New Testament Theology 2008-06
robert yarbrough coauthor of the bestselling encountering the new testament offers a historical and
theological commentary on the johannine epistles in this new addition to the becnt series the
commentary features the author s detailed interaction with the greek text explores the relationship
between john s epistles and jesus s work and teaching interacts with recent commentaries is attentive
to the history of interpretation and seeks to relate these findings to global christianity

The Untold Story of the New Testament Church 2005
a collection of essays in honour of prof michael holmes the volume is arranged in two parts focusing on
textual criticism and the apostolic fathers respectively

1-3 John (Baker Exegetical Commentary on the New
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Testament) 2008-11-01
because christianity claims to be a historical revelation says bruce the quesion of the reliability of the
documents on which it was founded is a crucial one here he presents the most convincing evidence for
the historical trustworthiness of the canon of the new testament

Studies on the Text of the New Testament and Early
Christianity 2015-09-29
walk through the new testament with dr william cook a respected professor at the southern baptist
theological seminary with journey through the new testament you ll gain a grasp of the major themes of
each new testament book you ll have at your fingertips concise and comprehensive overviews of each
new testament book the key teachings from the life of christ in one place the crucial and practical
implications of each new testament book a thorough guide to the teachings outline and structure of the
new testament book by book journey through the new testament helps you gain a complete
understanding of the teachings of jesus and how the early christians thought and lived out their beliefs
it is a solid foundation of biblical knowledge on which you can build a deeper understanding of scripture
and god s ultimate purposes start your journey into the new testament today

The New Testament Documents 2003-04-02
offers students a brief but reliable introduction to the use of the old testament in the gospels portrayals
of jesus

Journey through the New Testament 2022-07-05
the purpose of this introductory text is to help the interested reader to learn about and engage in
critical study of the new testament it has been written for students and other lay people with no formal
training in new testament studies although it is not intended to be a popular treatment the kind of book
that usually oversimplifies material and presents it so rapidly that it rarely challenges thoughtful
readers it avoids the technical language used in more advanced work its aim is to inform not to convert
to educate not to indoctrinate and it has been designed for those willing to go beyond denominational or
romantic approaches first comes a general introduction to subjects important for understanding the
settings of the new testament writings the three parts which follow deal with jesus and the first three
gospels acts and paul and his letters and writings from times of oppression and controversy the context
in which the fourth gospel is studied there are useful figures and diagrams to illustrate points relating
to sources and style and illustrations where these are relevant to the text the result is a valuable
resource book which will enjoy the widest possible use

Jesus and Scripture 2011-09
evangelicalism s most trusted biblical scholar here guides readers to a clearer understanding of the
meaning of the new testament proceeding book by book f f bruce presents the central themes of the
new testament in language simple enough to be understood by beginners yet rich enough to provide
fresh insights for longtime students of the bible new cover design
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The New Testament 1994

The Message of the New Testament 1973-04-23
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